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Why Identify Grasses?

Grass Identification

Understand Management Requirements for Different Species

Turfgrass and Weedy Grasses

• water, fertilizer, mowing heights
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Bluegrass, fescues, ryegrass
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Bermudagrass, zoysia, paspalum
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Management Requirements

Management Requirements

• water, fertilizer, mowing heights

• water, fertilizer, mowing heights

Pest Management

Pest Management

• pest identification
• use pesticides according to label

• pest identification
• use pesticides according to label

Weed Control
• effective control products
• correct rates
• proper application timing
Necrotic ring spot disease on Kentucky bluegrass.
This disease affects ONLY Kentucky bluegrass – but not tall
fescue or perennial ryegrass.
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North Carolina State University

University of Illinois “Identifying Turf and Weedy Grasses of the
Northern United States”

http://turfid.ncsu.edu/

https://pubsplus.illinois.edu/

Website; no phone apps yet available

In search box type “turf ID”

Focus is southeastern US, but still works well for
Colorado grasses

Cost $11.75, including postage

Good botanical descriptions for using key

University of Missouri

https://weedid.missouri.edu/weedKey.cfm
FREE phone apps for both iPhone and Android systems
Ag-oriented, but still addresses lawn and garden weeds
Over 440 weeds in database
Good botanical descriptions for using the key
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All turfgrass/weedy grass identification keys use botanical
characteristics and structures for distinguishing one grass from
another.

Book contains excellent photos of
important plant parts used for grass
identification

The grass leaf (including both the leaf BLADE and the leaf SHEATH)
possesses structures and characteristics that make it fairly easy
(with practice!) to tell one grass species from another.
Because these structures are SMALL, the use of a good eye
lens/magnifier is essential!

Contains nearly every grass species
used for lawns in Colorado, and most
weedy grasses as well.

Other characteristics like formation of seedheads and formation of
stolons and/or rhizomes can also be useful for ID purposes.
While intimidating at first – because the plant parts are small and
look very similar – grass identification can be mastered with
careful, persistent practice.

This book uses a dichotomous key,
making grass identification relatively
easy to do – with practice.

Successful ID relies on having good samples – including any
belowground (rhizomes) or aboveground (stolons) stem growth.
Living samples are easier to identify, but dead/dormant grass can
also be identified correctly.
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Rolled vernation

Folded vernation

Leaf margin of the YOUNGEST leaf
emerging (from the top of the shoot)
wrapping around itself, in a spiral fashion

Leaf margin of the YOUNGEST leaf
emerging (from the top of the shoot)
simply unfolds, looking like a “V”
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While many botanical characteristics
can vary in appearance (size, color)
from grass plant to grass plant, with
time of year, how the grass is being
mowed or watered, etc., vernation is
ALWAYS consistent.

Most turfgrass/grassy weed
identification keys will use
vernation as one of the first
botanical features for ID.
Most hard copy (paper keys,
books) will use vernation as the
first “fork in the road” for ID
purposes.

Vernation is not affected by how
grasses are mowed, watered, or
fertilized – and will never change with
time of the year.

Electronic ID keys (website,
phone apps) often allow you to
use other botanical
characteristics for ID – and are
not locked in to using vernation
as the first characteristic in the ID
process

From the “Identifying Turf and Weedy Grasses of the Northern United States” book.
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Vernation is consistent with genus.
For example, all bluegrasses in the
world have folded vernation – while
all bentgrasses and crabgrass species
have rolled vernation.

From the “Identifying Turf and Weedy Grasses of the Northern United States” book.
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Ligule absent
Acute

Membranous

Fringe of hairs

Short

Tall

Ligules and Auricles
Where the sheath meets the blade of the grass
Barnyardgrass has no ligule
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Bentgrass ligule is a tall membrane

Foxtail ligule is a fringe of hairs
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Stoloniferous and rhizomatous grasses “creep”
•
•
•
•
•
•

NOTE: Auricle length and
structure can vary between
leaves on the same plant –
so look at 2 or 3 leaves to
determine auricle type.

Kentucky bluegrass
Quackgrass
Bermudagrass
Creeping bentgrass
Rough bluegrass (Poa trivialis)
Perennial biotypes of annual bluegrass

Bunch grasses form clumps or slowly spreading round
patches in lawns
Perennial ryegrass (some cultivars now have rhizomes)
Tall fescue (may be weakly rhizomatous)
Blue grama

•
•
•

Clasping, claw‐like, long auricles

Short or “stubby” auricles

Auricles absent
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Other Characteristics Useful for Grass ID

Turfgrass and Weedy Grass Identification

• Annual or perennial?
• Warm‐season vs. cool‐season species?

• Correct identification of desirable
turf allows you to provide
recommended management
practices
• ID of grassy weeds is essential for
making management/control
recommendations
• Grass ID can be self‐taught and
mastered through practice

• Favored growing conditions
• Sun or shade?
• Wet or dry?
• Trafficked or compacted?
• Leaf color, texture
• Patches or bunch‐type growth?
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Questions?
tony.koski@colostate.edu
astoven@larimer.org
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